
What is Cork Wall?

Cork wall tile is a building decoration material, which is a cork

product, and the raw material is derived from the bark of the oak

tree.

Cork wall tile retains the original characteristics of the bark, does

not fade, simple shape, original ecological standard; fashionable

and solemn color tone, suitable for home and commercial use,

finishing and comfortable feeling, giving you a pleasant mood;

beautiful and fashionable color tone, clear and comfortable

mechanism, soft color, Room layout suitable for various

environments; relief effect, thick atmosphere, clear and

comfortable mechanism, uniform color, suitable for home and

commercial use.



Why use Cork Wall tiles?

The background wall made by Cork wall tile is natural and elegant in

color, light in weight, excellent in touch and texture, anti-pollution,

anti-static, anti-moth-eaten, energy saving and environmental

protection, warm in winter and cool in summer, pure natural green

environmental protection material.

Decorative function: Cork wall tile has a variety of styles and colors

such as original oak bark, parquet, embossed touch, etc., so the

visual feast created is completely different from oil painting, panel

painting, and relief painting. He will always give people imagination,

It can make your living space become vast, quiet, broad, simple and

simple. Whether you are modern or elegant, contemporary or

traditional, you will be captivated by the allure of cork siding.

Sound absorption function: The range of sound absorption and

noise reduction of Cork wall tile is about 30~50 decibels. It is widely

used in various places that need sound absorption and noise

reduction. It can create a quiet and comfortable environment, and

the 4mm thick Cork wall tile does not occupy any space. interior

space.

Heat insulation and anti-static function: This function of Cork wall

tile is very good for protecting household appliances, effectively



saving energy, prolonging the service life of household appliances,

and reducing the harm caused by static electricity to the family.
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